
NEWSLETTER OF THE FACULTY « COLLEGE AT OLD WESTBURY. 

SPRING 1974 

WHY WE OPPOSE THE NEW MASTER PLAN 

We wish to share with you our concerns about your 

future and the future of Old Westbury. Students have 

asked: just what is happening at this College? There 

have been a number of rumors—that the college is 
about to be closed; that particular programs are being 
phased out; that important new programs are beginning. 
The truth is that the College is in a state of profound 
crisis. A basic conflict has arisen between the faculty 
and the administration of this college. It is a conflict 
about the manner of governance of the College as a 
community, and, more seriously, it is a conflict about 
the basic mission and purpose of the College. 

To summarize very simply: the administration has uni- 
laterally proposed a Master Plan for the future of the 
College, and the faculty has unanimously rejected this 
plan. 

In the next few days and weeks the administration may 
attempt to enlist your support for the Master Plan at 
special meetings, receptions, etc. We would like to be: 
able to talk to you about the Plan as well, but we have 
been reluctant to use the time that we are with you in 
classes for anything other than the academic work for 
which you have come to College. But because students 
and others have asked for an explanation of this con- 
flict, we want to describe as briefly as possible the 

basis of our opposition to the Master Plan. 

As you know, the Master Plan calls for the creation of 

three new academic divisions within the College: 

Management Sciences; Arts, Sciences and Professional 

Studies; General Studies. 

We want to make it clear at the beginning that our op- 
position to this Plan is not based on resistance to change 

or simply on opposition to the development of new 

programs at the College. In fact, we have spent a good 

deal of our time in the last three years planning more 
diversified program offerings. Some of our planned 
and developing new offerings even coincide with some 

of those in the Master Plan. For example, Health 

Sciences has been developing undergraduate prepara- 

tion in social work through its Community Health 

major; Politics, Economics, and Society (PES) has long 

advocated and planned for a program leading towards 

administrative careers; and so on. Our own efforts to 

create a more diversified academic program have run 

into one major obstacle: We have not been given suf- 

ficient funds to hire the staff we would need. (We see 
now that there is a great deal of money available to 
staff the new divisions—even for courses within them 

that duplicate those we give.) 

Thus, we welcome diversification. And although we 
were at first surprised and then annoyed at not having 
been consulted in the drafting of the Master Plan, 
many of us were initially disposed to view it favorably. 
It was only after long and careful study of the Plan it- 
self, and the nature of the educational programs it 
proposes, that we came to the conclusions which under- 
lie our present opposition. The Master Plan is not in 
the interests of the students of this College; and, more 
generally, it is not in the interests of the particular kind 
of student body this faculty is now serving. The mission 
of the College since 1971 has been to provide excellence 
in education for the traditionally by-passed—older 
students, members of minority groups, women return- 
ing to college, people from poor and working-class 
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backgrounds. The future mission of the College as 

laid out in the Master Plan appears to be to provide 

inferior, assembly-line education for everyone, and 

particularly for the traditional type of college student— 

young, white, and middle-class. 

Here are some of our reasons for saying this: 

1. We believe that the proposed new programs in the 

Master Plan are educationally unsound. They are sup- 

posed to lead directly to jobs, but they don’t provide 

the kind of career mobility and opportunity which so 

many Old Westbury students seek and need. For 

example, an undergraduate degree in administration 

is a ticket to only very low level jobs. A graduate with 

a B.S. in administration is in no position to compete 

with people holding Masters’ degrees in business or 

administration, or even with people who have taken 

a Bachelor of Arts degree and some courses in business 

or administration. Similarly, an undergraduate B.S. 

degree in social work (one of the proposed majors 

within the Arts, Science, and Professional Studies 

Division) is simply not marketable at a time when so 

many people with masters’ degrees in social work are 

entering the job market. Three existing programs— 

Comparative History, Ideas, and Culture (CHIC), 

American Studies, and Health Sciences—already pre- 

pare students for graduate study in social work. 

What the faculty has urged is that until new programs 

can be adequately developed the necessary technical 

courses be integrated into the present programs so that 

students may have the advantages both of job prepara- 

tion and of broader educational possibilities. Thus, 

students would gain greater mobility, both with regard 

to jobs they might seek, and especially with regard to 

access to graduate study. The faculty knows from re- 

search and experience that highly specialized, “pre- 

professional’”’ course work can be a life-long trap for 

students. 

2. The academic programs proposed in the Master 

Plan were hastily conceived and are likely to be even 

more hastily and sloppily implemented. Some of the 

programs being proposed now are different from ones 

that the administration first proposed in December. 

Even these new ones are based on dubious job pro- 

jections. For example, the Master Plan omits any 

mention of the fact that one of the biggest growth 

areas for jobs on Long Island and elsewhere is in health, 

where we already have a program whose growth is being 

stunted by the new Plan. 

Similarly with regard to implementation. Only five 

months remain until the new divisions are supposed to 

open their doors with twenty faculty on hand for 450 
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new students. It is our experience that the recruitment 

of high quality faculty is a task which takes many, many 

months—and is certainly not a process that can begin in 

the middle of a spring semester for the following fall. 

Remember, the new faculty will not be coming into 

ongoing programs, but into a totally unstructured situa- 

tion, in which they will be required to plan courses, 

advise students, and attempt to organize the curricu- 

lum and policies of their new division. 

Some members of the current faculty and administra- 

tion had one year without students in which to plan; 

and many of you remember the chaos of that initial 

year with 400 students. This faculty feels that we 

should have learned something from our recent past, 

and that careful planning should precede admission of 

students and the implementation of new programs. 

The faculty has repeatedly asked the administration, 

“Why the haste?’’ Why not begin with some new pro- 

fessionally-oriented courses to be taught, during the 

first year or two, by people who would work with the 

present faculty to design solid new programs that would 

spin off independently when ready to do so? In the 

meantime, both the new and ongoing programs would 

learn to work together, taking advantage of mutual 

strengths and with a watchful eye on the realities of 

the job market. 

3. The implementation of the Master Plan threatens 

the development and possibly the survival of the exist- 

ing programs at Old Westbury. Faculty lines for the 

existing programs have been cut repeatedly. As recently 

as last August (1973) we were told we would have a 

total of 72 faculty members (full-time equivalents) 

for this current academic year, and a total of 82 for 

next year. Then this year’s faculty was “frozen”’ at 

about 65. Now, we have been allowed only a total 

of 70 for next year! \n anew and growing College 

like ours, such cuts can be fatal. Advanced courses 

which we had expected to be able to offer by this time 

have, in some cases, been indefinitely postponed. At 

the same time, the Administration is pressuring the 

faculty to increase the number of courses we teach 

each semester from three to four; to cut back the 

credits of present courses; and to get used to teaching 

larger classes. Thus, while we see an abundance of 

funds and resources for the new divisions, we face an 

increasing scarcity here. There is no question but that 

the quality of education we can offer, if the Master 

Plan goes through, will soon fall very short of our goal 

of “excellence.” 

4. Accreditation is another serious issue. As anew 

institution, Old Westbury cannot yet be officially “‘ac- 

credited,” though it is provisionally accredited under 

the rubric of the State University of New York. But 

in less than two years, this institution needs to demon- 

strate to a hard-nosed group of investigators that it is a 

well-designed, administered, and functioning College,



whose students are well-educated and whose graduates 

are equipped to function in a complex world. Note: 

this investigation is less than two years away. If the 

current programs are not allowed to develop, and if 

hasty and ill-conceived programs are begun next fall, 

what will the campus look like when those investiga- 

tors appear early in 1976? We believe that the Master 

Plan endangers the accreditation of Old Westbury. 

In short, we do not regard the Master Plan as a serious 

educational proposal. We regard it as a desperate and 

hasty response to political pressure from outside the 

College. Its lack of educational content has led many 

of us to conclude that the true aim of the Master Plan 

is to put aside the present faculty and most of the 

present student body, and, indeed, to “begin again,” 

with a College more acceptable to external pressure 

groups. But we are no longer concerned with analyzing 

the motivations which underlie this Plan. We have re- 

jected it, and we are determined to make our rejection 

known and to do whatever possible to bring this College 

back to its original mission. 

What we, as faculty, can do is limited. We have rejected 
any tactics that would interrupt your present studies or 
jeopardize your education in the future—or even jeo- 
pardize the existence of the College. Thus, we have 
chosen to work quietly through channels, writing count- 
less memos to the present administration, as well as to 
Albany; we have been working through our union; and 
we have attempted to attract public attention to the 
fate of this College. 

We hope that some of our efforts will be successful, 
but we have no reason for certainty in any direction 
at this point. We want you to know that we will con- 
tinue to resist the betrayal of this College’s mission and 
the betrayal of you as students. We want to work with 

you for this cause which concerns us all so deeply. 

    

  

Master plans plan masters. 

— Uruguayan proverb 
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FACULTY RESOURCES AT OLD WESTBURY— 
RHETORIC AND REALITY 

Students and faculty at the College have constantly 

been reassured that the current programs would, de- 

spite changes at the College be able to grow and 

flourish. We have also been called ‘‘paranoid”’ for 

fearing that the programs directed to the ‘‘educationally 

by-passed” would be cut back and phased out. 

Let’s have a look at the evidence to see if, in fact, those 

fears are justified. Whether programs can grow depends 

on resources, faculty positions (lines), books, budgets. 

Here is some information on these. 

Faculty lines: last spring (1973), the legislature ap- 
proved a budget that authorized Old Westbury to have 
72 FTE faculty (FTE = full-time equivalents—i.e., full 
and part-time faculty adding up to 72 positions) by 
fall, 1973. In addition, the COW administration sub- 
mitted a preliminary budget request that would have 
added 39 new faculty by fall, 1974. So as of one year 
ago plans were under way to develop the present pro- 
grams to about 111 faculty (or a few less, assuming 
some budget cuts). 

In the summer, the new proposed Master Plan was de- 
vised, involving major changes for the College. Still, the 
administration’s Master Plan proposal of late August 
said that the present faculty would total 72 FTE in 
September, 1973, and would add another 10 for the 
fall of 1974, making a total of 82 FTE for 1974-75. 

In September, a number of faculty lines were “frozen,” 
ostensibly because the administration feared that there 
would be too few students enrolled to justify 72 faculty; 
that turned out not to be true. (It might also have been 
useful for the administration to save on faculty salaries 
in order to bail out a badly mishandled budget.) In any 
case, some faculty who came out to Old Westbury pre- 
pared to teach classes were told, at the last minute, that 
they would not be hired (though their specialties, like 
Afro-American History, are very much needed). The 
size of the faculty was consequently reduced to 66.3 
FTE, and obviously the student/faculty ratio went up 
from 13.9 to 15.1. 

   



In November, the administration's revised Master Plan 

made even further cutbacks. Instead of having 10 new 

lines for 1974-75, the present College was told that 

we would have only 8, which, added to the 66.3, gave 

about 74.3 FTE for 1974-75. So we were now down 

from 111 to 82 to 74.3. 

In January, a new document was issued under the name 

of Emilia Doyaga, the Academic Vice-President. That 

one started by reducing the current size of the faculty 

to 67! How was that accomplished? To begin with, 

three faculty members (two with tenure) were declared 

fired and, contrary to present agreements, at least one 

of the programs in which two are located is not to be 

allowed to retain their lines. One position unfrozen 

but unfilled from the present complement, Skills Direc- 

tor, is subtracted. One position, Health Sciences Direc- 

tor, is switched to an administrative line. And one-third 

of a position, that of Jose Lugo, is simply forgotten! 

So you have 5.3 lines to subtract from 66.3, leaving 61. 

Now, magnanimously, you say to the faculty, ‘We'll 

‘allow you to fill nine ‘new’ positions for next year.” 

‘But 61 plus 9 equals 70, which is four /ess than we 

were to have in the plan of a month ago, and two /ess 

for next year than we were authorized to have this year. 

That is surely an interesting definition of ‘‘development.” 

But this kind of juggling isn’t all. Emilia Doyaga also 

wrote to the Library Director to tell him that 85-90 per- 

cent of the new book budget would have to be spent on 

books for the new divisions! While such a declaration 

represents an extraordinary display of misapprehension 

about our library’s holdings as well as about library 

procedures, it also indicates that the Master Plan calls 

for starvation of current programs, even in terms of 

book buying. 

Similar instances could be cited from the budget area. 

In one case, a program had about $5,600 in its budget 

at the beginning of the fall. Then everything was 

“frozen.’’ When things were finally unfrozen in Febru- 

ary (!), the budget had been cut to $2,800, which might 

not have been unreasonable except for the fact that all 

the bills accumulated through the fall were charged to 

that $2,800. Magically, it became $0. 

In all this a pattern emerges: the administration makes 

fine-sounding promises under cover of which faculty 

and funds are cut and cut. Next year we will see more 

of the same, since the groundwork has been laid to cut 

back even further those programs which, because they 

are in early stages of development, do not have high 

student enrollments. The long and the short is this: 

instead of being able to plan a careful process of 

program development over a period of years, pro- 

grams will be forced into all the corner-cutting and 

cheapening that goes with “staying competitive.” 

And even then, no one will, in fact, be able to say 

with assurance that a student developing today will 

not be shriveled or gone tomorrow. 
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A RELEASED TAPE 

Ever since the announcement of the Master Plan last 

August, students and faculty at Old Westbury have 

wondered: How did they do it? How did the President 

and his tiny team, with so little apparent effort, in so 

short a time, generate a truly Master Plan? At last the 

President has released a tape of the top level planning 

session in which he and his assistants developed the 

current Master Plan. A transcript follows: 

PRESIDENT: Before we begin on this momentous 

undertaking, I'd like us all to stand here and hold hands 

for a moment of silence under my portrait of the Rev- 

erend Dr. Martin Luther King. It’s an old Movement 

habit of mine. 

(minute of silence) 

Good, good. Now Odd we’re going to have some 

mighty big New Divisions opening up here next fall. 

How about letting Homilia and me in on your ideas 

for how we're going to recruit some faculty in time? 

ODD: Nothing to it, Mr. President, we'll advertise. 

I've already gone ahead and placed ads in the Wa// 

Street Journal, the American Legion Voice, and the 

Hicksville Pennysaver. 

PRESIDENT: Fine, Odd, fine. But don’t forget my 

longstanding commitment to ethnic diversity. We 

need a diversified facuity—Italians, lrish, Jews. . . 

And | want some ideological diversity too—Republi- 

cans as well as Democrats. 

SECRETARY: Mr. President, what about the commit- 

ment to ethnic diversity among the new students. You 

know what | mean—minority groups? 

PRESIDENT: You don’t need to remind me of that. 

As you know, up to now, we’ve had a majority of 

minority group students, and, as you can plainly see, 

  

 



any time a minority group becomes a majority, it 

ceases to be a minority. In the New Divisions, 

minorities will once again have their full status as 

minorities. That’s why we're recruiting our new 

students from Nassau Community College,where, 

by God, a minority is a minority—about 5 percent, 

| believe. With selective admissions policies, we could 

bring that down to 1 percent, but too much identity 

can be a bad thing. So we're projecting to a 5 percent 

minority in this new Master Plan. And | want you to 

know (and I’m proud to say it under Martin's portrait 

here), that we've come a long way since the Move- 

ment began. In our new campus, you will not find 

separate bathrooms, separate locker rooms, separate 

cafeterias and so forth for your minority students. 

Hell no! They’re going to get a whole separate college— 

the Interdisciplinary Division. 

SECRETARY: Excuse me for intruding, but we've 

got a problem out here. There’s a group of about 30 

students outside complaining that the temperature in 

the dorms is down to 55 degrees. What should | tell 

them? 

PRESIDENT: | expected this. Tell them there’s a 

new SUNY-wide policy of cooling students. The 

Original proposed policy was much more drastic, but 

| fought it right down the line. You might let them 

know that | was the thin membrane between them 

and outright refrigeration. 

Now, Odd, let’s get back to business. Have you 

brought the Planning Instruments? 

ODD: Yes, Mr. President, I’ve got them right here: A 

map of Long Island, a slide rule, a 1938 census of 

Suffolk County, a poll of student course preferences 

taken in the Nassau Community College parking lot, 

a 1954 University of Arizona catalog, some colored 

chalk and a Sears Roebuck catalog. 

PRESIDENT: Then get right down to it, boy. We've 

got to plan what these new Divisions will be about. 

They’ve got to have a mission, you understand? 

SECRETARY: | hate to interrupt you again, but 

there’s a faculty member out here complaining he’s 

been locked out of his office. What should | tell him? 

PRESIDENT: No reason to complain at all. This is 

part of a new SUNY-wide policy of locking all faculty 

offices except between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 

7:55 a.m. and opening them again between 5:00 p.m. 

and 5:55 p.m. With budget problems being what they 

are, we just had to cut down on the time faculty waste 

in their offices, writing obnoxious memos to my staff 

and all that. Tell him to get back into the classroom 

and teach! 

SECRETARY: He says he just wants to get his jacket 

so he can leave. He’s quitting. 

    
    

        

PRESIDENT: Well, not everyone can take the pressure, 

| suppose. He has a right to know about our severance 

pay policy—one LIRR ticket good for any destination. 

Due to budget considerations, though, we cannot allow 

faculty members to freeload by taking the student bus 

to the railroad station. He can get his jacket at 

5:00 p.m. 

ODD: Mr. President, I’ve got it, I've got it! The New 

Divisions—they'll be Management Science, Arts and 

Sciences, and Social Welfare! 

HOMILIA: Just wait one minute, though. I’m not so 

sure—Arts and Sciences? | mean, it’s too vague. The 

pupils, | mean the students, will never understand it. 

After all, what is Art? What is Science? It’s a matter 

of personal opinion. 

PRESIDENT: Hush up, Homilia, this is no time for 
philosophy. | like those, Odd. | /ike them. | mean 

they're catchy, real catchy. | think they’re going to 

sell in Albany. Sell b/g. But what concerns me is, 

what do they lead to? You know the problem with 
our old programs: they just led to graduate school, 
medical school, law school—stuff like that. We’ve got 

to offer our new students something solid. 

ODD: I’m way ahead of you, Mr. President. With a 
B.S. in Social Welfare, you can just walk right into a 
job as a caseworker with the Welfare Department, and 
if there are no openings—well, you're right there at the 
Welfare Department anyway. Now with this B.S. in 
Management Science, you can take over a Burger King 
franchise anywhere in the county. See this map of 
Long Island? (The small crowns on it indicate the 

1980 projected sites of new Burger Kings.) 

SECRETARY: Mr. Odd, | see you've puta Biology 
Department in the new Division of Arts and Sciences. 
You know, we already have a biology major here in 

the Health Sciences Program. 

ODD: | wasn't aware of that, but who cares? Biology 
is important: it's about life, cells, sex... You can 
never have too many biology departments, you know. 

PRESIDENT: Odd, you've done yourself proud. Now 
I’d like to start finalizing, concretizing and packaging 
this here Master Plan. So, Odd, if we're going to sell 
this to Albany, you're going to have to put in some 

supporting data—graphs, charts, tables: things like 

that. 

ODD: Yes sir, I've already started on a graph of the 

number of Nassau Community College graduates 

divided by the square root of two, for 1962 to 1969. 

And— 
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PRESIDENT: Fine, fine. You tidy up those details 

yourself. But Homilia: you've hardly said a word. Do 

you have any comments you'd like to make at this 

point? 

HOMILIA: There’s an old saying in my country, 

which comes to mind whenever | get involved in 

Master Planning: Que sera, sera. 

ODD: For Christsake, Homilia, speak English! 

HOMILIA: | was just about to translate. It means, 

| believe, ‘the future is ours.”’ 

PRESIDENT: | like that. | like what it says and | like 

the way it expresses our commitment to Bilingualism. 

You know, I'd like to use that as the motto for our 

new Master Plan, written right out on the cover. 

[Note: The rest of the tape was covered by a 

strange hum.] 

The purpose of this section is to take a 
close-up view of the administrative func- 
tions 

STAFF VOICES ON THE MASTER PLAN 

Overheard in the cafeteria, a Lackmann employee 

and a student during a break: ‘‘Hey man, you got 

your master plan together?” “I’m tryin’, I’m tryin’.” 

This casual conversation and others like it suggest that 

“master planning,” a term and activity once the pro- 

vince of campus planners in Albany, is now an every- 

day part of the language and thought of staff, students, 

and faculty, at least on the Old Westbury campus. 

And this exchange about a ‘‘master plan,”” though 

light and slangy in its context, may also indicate how 

widespread the concern is about the College’s future. 

  

Administration documents and faculty resolutions 

over the past months make it clear that the Master 

Plan issue has practically consumed the attention of 

a group of top administrators and a core of faculty 

working on the Ad Hoc Committee on the Master 

Plan. Students too have shown keen interest in the 

proceedings, although again only a handful feel they 

have been in on events enough to have a full picture 

of what the debate is about. Least heard from have 

been staff—secretaries, maintenance and security 

workers, administrative assistants, those who spend 

eight hour days at the College and whose jobs will 

certainly be affected by the College’s growth. What 

do they know and think about the Master Plan con- 

troversy? What changes have they observed in the 

College during the time they have been here? How 

would they like to see the College grow? 

“We're headed for another Stony Brook,” says 

Wilfredo Romero, campus security officer and part- 

time student. He notes the radical shift in classroom 

demands from last year to this, a tougher, more tra- 

ditional approach on the part of faculty that he thinks 

may be the first signs of a new regime in which third 

world students, particularly, will feel threatened. 

Nancy Price, financial aid officer who has been on 

the campus since 1969, views the onset of exams, 

more lectures, a stereotyped classroom setting as a 

retreat from the kind of creative, innovative College 

that Old Westbury set out to be. ‘Old Westbury I! 

isn’t very innovative,” according to Marian Parker, 

secretary here since 1967. “The first time around we 

had the sense that everything was to be new and 

different. Now we may be experimental, but we’re 

clearly following procedures.” 

Ruth Ransom, student and faculty secretary, worries 

about a growing alienation that she detects among 

students. New students, lacking information about the 

original purpose and history of the college, come ex- 

pecting the kind of education they might receive at 

a traditional school. They question unconventional 

approaches to education and pressure faculty to give 

grades and assume the role of authority. ‘“We’ve got 

to find ways to retain the original spirit,” Ruth says. 

Racial and ethnic splits become exaggerated too, she 

points out, when the College’s goal of a mixed com- 

munity is not explained and when transfer students 

don’t spend enough time on campus to allow the 

growth of community spirit. 

Many agreed that a sense of community was essential 

to the Old Westbury experiment and that its absence 

was the largest bar to any growth that might preserve 

what was unique at the College. ‘Participation is 

50 percent of a college career,”” says Dennis Gallo, 

member of the maintenance staff. Another mainten- 

ance worker here since 1968, Sal Gambino, remembers 

the variety of recreational activities that brought 

people together at Planting Fields. Nancy Price asks 

why some form of student union isn’t possible, pre- 

ferably with a beer license. She, too, suggests that  



there is apathy among students because they don't 

experience the College as a community or anything 

more than a collection of courses. 

Reactions to the Master Plan vary according to the 

proximity of the staff member to Building 12, the 

administrative headquarters. Sal and Dennis, sta- 

tioned at the service buildings, hadnt heard about it. 

Wilfredo, operating out of the basement of Building 

12, says that there is lots of talk about the Master Plan 

among the security force. But aware of the need for 

keeping his office neutral on campus issues, he chooses 

to speak about it only in his role as a student. Ruth 

Ransom feels that the split between the faculty and 

the administration over the Master Plan is definitely 

reflected in the secretarial staff: those working with the 

faculty feel alienated from secretaries in Building 12. 

“We have to grow,” says Nancy Price, ‘‘but | have the 

feeling that the new developments are a result of what 

Albany and perhaps local administrators thought wasn’t 

happening in our current programs.”” She advises con- 

solidating what we have now before we move on. 

“Maybe we could try new programs on a small, ex- 

perimental basis—a few new faculty and several courses 

that are needed.”’ Staff feel very uneasy about what 

the proposed changes will mean for them and are 

therefore reluctant to talk. Nancy regrets the growing 

isolation of workers from one office to another and 

wishes there were more communication, both formal 

and informal. 

From her office in Building 12, Marian Parker is more 

hopeful about the Master Plan. ‘‘How many people 

have been involved in building a new college?” she asks. 

Changes are to be expected, indeed welcomed. The 

analogies to Planting Fields are not accurate, she claims. 

“Old Westbury | was eliminated. Old Westbury II is not 

going to be.’ Marian plans to take courses in administra- 

tive sciences. She will also continue in interdisciplinary 

studies, because she likes the variety of approaches, 

Community college students should be given the oppor- 

tunity to go on for the B.A., she says, and that chance 

is not now available to them in public education in 

Nassau County. Marian does hope that the student 

mix presently at the College will be sustained. 

When there is so little information about the Master 

Plan available to students, distortions will obviously 

result, says Ruth Ransom. The way the Plan was pro- 

duced and introduced has invited the kind of atmos- 

phere in which people can read in their worst fears 

and suspicions. An absence of forums or informal dis- 

cussion sessions has made students feel even more left 

out than faculty. Ruth is worried about the growth 

of the current programs. The lack of sufficient support 

at this time leaves students hanging, their majors in- 

complete. Students who were once apprehensive are 

now more hostile. Most important, she feels, there has 

been no real dialogue between faculty who know stu- 

dent interests and needs and those developing the plans. 

What is clear from conversations with staff is the degree 

of their interest in the College’s development and the 

depth of their concern about what course lies ahead. 

A large number of key staff have been at the College 

longer than most faculty and any students. A surprising 

number of them are taking courses here. Yet their 

sense of involvement in the College’s planning is mini- 

mal, their isolation in separate offices growing as the 

College grows. Except as they may converse as students 

in the classroom, they seldom talk about wider College 

issues, even among themselves. Whether necessarily or 

not, the College has moved far away from an early goal 

that staff would be equal partners with faculty and 

students in College planning and operations. 

  

He who cannot learn from the past is a poor 
guide to the future. 

— Caribbean, Jewish and. 

Arabian proverb 

> 
  

FACULTY — “‘Educationally By-passed”’ 

A great deal of time, energy and reputation seems to 

be spent on defaming the Old Westbury faculty. While 

we are weary of the charge of teaching such courses as 

“Creative Candle Making,” there are newer strange 

notions in circulation about us. Colleagues at private 

colleges on Long Island reported to us the rumor that 

Old Westbury faculty had withheld final grades last 

term as a protest against the new Master Plan, and that 

the ‘“‘poor’’ administration had been forced therefore 

to withhold faculty's salary checks. Now how did that 

falsehood begin to circulate among administrative 

channels on Long Island? 

Given such falsehoods, it will no doubt be useful to 

set the record straight at least with regard to the Old 

Westbury faculty’s reactions to the Master Plan pro- 

posals. And in order to do so, it will be helpful to con- 

trast the faculty’s record on the matter with that of 

the Old Westbury administration. 
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On August 30, 1973, the President of the College, 

John Maguire, informed the faculty that a new Master 

Plan had been established for the College. That plan, 

as we all now know, involved breaking Old Westbury 

into separate divisions of Administrative Science, Arts 

and Sciences, and General Studies; narrowing the 

present College into a division of “Interdisciplinary 

Studies’; excluding the present faculty from most 

aspects of planning the College’s development; and 

cutting back the planned growth rate of the present 

Programs to zero. Most faculty first heard of the 

plan on August 30—a few conveners had heard of it 

the day before. Yet Maguire knew of it as early as 

August 9, which was the date of his letter calling the 

August 30 meeting. 

In response to the newly-imposed plan and to other 

actions (e.g., limiting faculty contracts to one year), 

seriously damaging to faculty morale, the faculty took 

two actions. It sent two of its members to speak with 

SUNY/Central Administration in order to better define 

what decisions had been in fact fixed and by whom. 

And the faculty voted to set up an Ad Hoc Faculty 

Committee on the Master Plan to review both the 

present Programs and the administration's proposals. 

That Committee began to meet during the third week 

in September. Not until October 1 did the administra- 

tion invite comment on its Master Plan, and then it 

asked only for faculty comment on the present Pro- 

grams, now being referred to as the “‘interdisciplinary 

division.” 

The Ad Hoc Committee continued its work, soliciting 

from Programs outlines of current work and projec- 

tions for the future, writing historically and analytically 

about the College, and even developing alternative des- 

criptions for the administration’s proposed new division. 

Although the faculty had not accepted the necessity for 

divisions, the development of alternative descriptions 

for additional academic programs was part of an effort 

to achieve some rationality in what otherwise was an 

arbitrary and chaotic educational plan. On November 16, 

the Ad Hoc Committee brought before the faculty a pre- 

liminary report which included a number of “‘guidelines”’ 

for further discussion of the Master Plan with the ad- 

ministration. The faculty accepted these guidelines 

unanimously, and on that basis, discussions with the 

administration were begun. 

These discussions appeared to make a little progress. 

The administration indicated, for example, that per- 

haps the proposal for ‘’General Studies’’ had been ill- 

conceived; and that perhaps the differentiation between 

the existing programs and the proposed Arts and Sciences 

Division wasn’t very meaningful. Nevertheless, when the 

administration issued its revised Master Plan for submis- 

be: 
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sion to Albany, none of these “concessions” were in 

any way reflected. All that appeared of the Faculty 

Committee's work in the new Master Pian sent to 

Albany was a long introductory section, plagiarized 

without permission or acknowledgment, and a some- 

what mauled description of the current programs. 

Given the dubious educational quality of the plan being 

proposed and the intransigence of the administration, 

the faculty as a whole voted on December 12 by 48-0 

that the Master Plan was not acceptable. The adminis- 

tration’s response is instructive. Instead of accepting 

that vote as a starting point for new discussions, it 

began to spread false rumors that the vote had been 

falsified, that students and miscellaneous staff had been 

counted along withonly about 23 faculty. And though 

the President promised the Ad Hoc Committee that he 

would respond in writing to its report, which contained 

numerous criticisms of the plan and suggested alterna- 

tives, he had not done so by the time the faculty re- 

turned in January. 

He had not been idle, however, as we discovered—not 

from administrators at Old Westbury, but from people 

at another SUNY institution. What we were told was 

that the COW administration had, in fact, scrapped the 

first stage of its proposed Arts and Sciences division, 

and had decided to begin instead with programs which 

had up to that time never been mentioned to the 

faculty: Social Work and Urban/Suburban Studies. 

We also discovered that ‘‘panels’’ to set up these new 

programs had been organized, had begun to meet, 

and had, in fact, prepared Letters of Intent essentially 

laying out the dimensions of the programs. Once again 

COW faculty had been excluded. Since Maguire had 

pledged to the Ad Hoc Committee that Old Westbury 

faculty would be included in the panels to set up the 

new programs, it became clearer than ever that the 

main point of the new programs was not educational— 

since their educational purposes could have been 

achieved in a harmonious context with the current 

College faculty—but was instead part of a continuing 

effort to by-pass and demean the current faculty. 

Even so brief a review indicates that the approach of 

the Old Westbury Faculty to the proposed Master Plan 

and to the efforts to diversify the College’s offerings 

has been a careful and persistently scholarly and pro- 

ductive one. Despite the administration's efforts to 

exclude the faculty from the planning process, the 

faculty has worked openly and publicly to express 

sound educational policies. In contrast, the COW ad- 

ministration’s approach to this matter has been 

secretive, devious, occasionally dishonest, and— 

above all—educationally unsound. 

   



¢ 

The Old Westbury faculty is different from most U.S. 

faculties, certainly from all SUNY faculties. It has on 

it a larger proportion of non-whites and of women than 

any faculty in the State University system. It has on 

ita very large number of people dedicated to making 

an open admissions policy work, and experienced in 

efforts to provide quality education for the ‘‘educa- 

tionally by-passed.”” It has on it people who have left 

secure positions elsewhere to struggle with all the 

difficulties presented by a new college, with an unusual 

student body, an inexperienced administration, and 

highly inadequate physical and financial resources. 

People have stuck, and have worked hard—often seven 

days a week, through summers and vacations. Our 

thanks for those efforts have been vilification, exclu- 

sion from planning, one-year contracts, limitations on 

salary increases and promotions, and never an honest 

word of support from the State University of New York. 

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that some faculty have 

begun to conclude that the State University does not, 

in fact, wish to support an innovative program for the 

“educationally by-passed”’ and for the majority of 

people on Long Island. 

  
Never make a fist when you have your hand 
full of thumbtacks. 

—Uruguayan proverb 

      

illustration II 

DATE: October 11, 1973 

Iustration | 

To: The Faculty 

From: Camnitzer’s Memo Factory 

Re: MEMO FROM MR. TODD, October 2, 1973 

Fascism is slowly taking us over—so much so that | 

seriously fear that censorship will eventually do away 

with the Memo Factory. 

After Summer Recess we first noticed offerings in 

Cheerleading and the creation of a Gun and Rifle 

Club. Then there was a noticeable change in the 

memo-tone, from suggestions to orders. Now, to top 

it, comes a memo trying to do away with our beloved 

cow and pushing us into the armadillo era, with the 

clarification that a cow is an “‘image in bad taste” for 

“an institution of higher education.” 

We will leave aside the sexist implications in this memo 

(cow being notoriously feminine; armadillo coming 

from Latin in a masculine way), and we will. deal with 

other parts of the problem. 

The cow was our pacifist symbol in Planting Fields, 

and nobody ever challenged its taste. Students even 

felt comfortable naming the cafeteria ‘‘The Udder.” 

They objected to the food, but never the symbol. So, 

the good or bad taste of the symbol seemed to depend 

more on the goodness or badness of the College than 

on anything else. 

The only advantage of choosing the armadillo, the 

panzer-creature of the animal kingdom, over the cow, 

is its consistency with its imposition by decree. 

One detail has been overlooked, though. The colors 

as clarified ‘‘green (PMS347) and light ivory” are the 

colors grass acquires after the cow’s first digestion! 

The Art faculty had not been consulted in the aes- 

thetics involving the design of the armadillo (see illus- 

tration |). | would like to offer, in honor of the cow, 

the following alternative symbol for the college (see 

illustration I). 

The bell in the shape of a ‘‘C’’ stands for College; the 

face in the shape of an ‘‘O”’ stands for Old, and the 

horns, hinting at a ‘’W!’ finalize the Westbury. 

Colors are optional. Page 9



Resolution Presented to the Faculty April 3, 1974 

WHEREAS 

The President of the College at Old Westbury and his 

senior administrative officers have embarked upon 

policies and taken actions designed to: 

1. disestablish, by dishonest and unprofessional 

means, the legally constituted By-Laws, commit- 

tees, and procedures of the Faculty; 

2. usurp and nullify the Faculty’s responsibility 

for the “initiation, development and conduct 

of the academic program’”’; 

3. violate established appointments procedures and, 

in some instances, affirmative action guidelines for 

appointment; 

4. replace the established and normal reappoint- 

ments process with an arbitrary and discriminatory 

policy of one-year contracts for junior members of 

the faculty; 

5. impose, by fiat, educationally unsound prac- 

tices upon the Faculty and the student body; 

6. prevent the harmonious resolution of conflict- 

ing views about the educational program, dis- 

credit the reputations of the Faculty both in the 

‘campus community and with persons outside the 

College, and in various ways harass, intimidate and 

demoralize the Faculty; 

and WHEREAS 

the President of the College at Old Westbury has re- 

peatedly cited as mandate for many of these actions 

political considerations and undocumented or secret 

“‘directives’”’ from “Albany,” in particular from the 

office of the Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs, 

rather than sound educational and administrative prac- 

tice and the interest of the College at Old Westbury 

and of its students; 

and WHEREAS 

the President and the senior administrative officials of 

the College at Old Westbury have, through mismanage- 

ment, vacillation, and incompetence, failed to provide 

facilities, especially in the sciences, essential for the 

conduct of the academic program; 
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and WHEREAS 

the President and the-senior administrative officers of 

the College at Old Westbury, through persistent finan- 

cial mismanagement, have permitted scandalous situa- 

tions to develop in areas of the budget as diverse as 

student aid, maintenance, EOP, and facilities; 

and WHEREAS 

the President and the senior administrative officers of 

the College have failed to devise and implement an 

adequate system of student services—in particular, an 

adequate advising/counseling program, a systematic 

program of support and guidance for EOP and other 

“educationally by-passed” students, and for students 

in academic difficulty; 

BE 1T THEREFORE RESOLVED: 

That the Faculty of the College at Old Westbury now 

formally censures the President of the College, John 

Maguire, for incompetence and misconduct in the 

exercise of his office; and 

That the Faculty of the College at Old Westbury fur- 

ther expresses its lack of confidence in the competence 

and ability of the senior administrative officers of the 

College to discharge properly the duties of their res- 

pective offices; 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: 

That the Faculty of the College at Old Westbury now 

formally calls upon the Chancellor and the Board of 

Trustees of the State University of New York and other 

responsible officials to work, in consultation with the 

Faculty and students of this College, to install a new 

administration committed to the elimination of the 

abuses cited above and to the harmonious resolution 

of the conflicts now plaguing the College. 

Submitted March 27, 1974 by 

The Ad Hoc Faculty Committee 

on Administrative Review 

First Resolution: Yea 61; Nay 5; abst. 4 

3; abst. 3 Second Resolution:Yea 57; Nay 8 

Once we agree on human justice, we have to 
agree on who is human. 

— Uruguayan proverb 
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